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DESCRIPTION

69437

2011 Terre Nere Etna Rosso Calderara Sottana

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$39.99

DISCOUNT %

$35.99*

10%

"The 2011 Etna Rosso Calderara Sottana is light in color but masculine in personality. It-s a tight, nervous wine that needs more time to
evolve in the cellar. Pretty fruit tones of wild berry and cassis set the stage, leaving ample room for nuanced mineral expressions. The
tannins are tight, but polished and should become finer with age." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

74858

2012 Planeta Cerasuolo Di Vittoria

$23.99

N/A

N/A

"Light-bodied, with a silky palate of herb, plum, smoke, floral and red licorice notes that linger on the juicy finish." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 88pts

74711

2011 COS Pithos Bianco

$29.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Pithos Bianco is a pure expression of Grecanico macerated on its skins for seven months in clay amphorae that are buried
underground. It pours into the glass revealing a light orange color that is laced with brilliant highlights of shiny gold and amber. The bouquet
is immediately enticing with delicate nuances of dried peach, orange peel, creme caramel, candied fruit and fresh almond paste. You can’t
beat the complexity of Pithos Bianco. As it opens aromatically, it begins to show seductive slivers of dried mint leaf, cardamom, wet terracotta
and crushed oyster shell or marine salt. The 2012 vintage is epic in its opulence and intensity – one of the best I’ve tasted so far. To be
expected from a white wine that sees extended skin contact, the wine shows a tannic bite and firm supporting structure. The mouthfeel is dry
to the point of feeling dusty, with the alcohol registering at a low 10.5% (although it feels warmer). Even if you are not a fan of the
“orange” school of winemaking, there is no denying this wine’s profound appeal. I look forward to checking in on its evolution ten
years from now. This is a masterpiece."

69438

2011 Terre Nere Etna Rosso Santo Spirito

$39.99

$35.99*

10%

"Bright red. Captivating aromas of red cherry, graphite, aromatic herbs and violet. Then rich, dense and suave in the mouth, offering ripe red
cherry and red berry flavors and extremely silky tannins. The bright acidity gives this wine a refined, almost austere quality. Finishes very
long and dry, but not drying. An absolute knockout of a wine, and the best Santo Spirito ever. Made from a higher-altitude vineyard that
usually delivers very fine, silky tannins, this wine is a major success in 2011, a year in which higher vineyards were generally penalized by
rainfall." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93pts

72013

2011 Cos Cerasuolo di Vittoria Classico

$29.99

$26.99*

10%

"The 2011 Cerasuolo di Vittoria Classico is 60-40 Nero d’Avola and Frappato, aged 12 months in oak. The quality of the fruit is very dried,
to the point of being a fault. Sun-dried cherries, raspberry roll-up candy and creme de cassis emerge in unison. The wine shows moderate
depth and layering. A pretty dose of acidity helps to render more vibrancy to the mouthfeel." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 88pts

66618

2011 Girolamo Russo a Rina Etna Rosso

$20.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Etna Rosso A Rina is a heavily volcanic wine with a sharp vein of flint, ash and brimstone that cuts straight through. It’s almost
saline in character. Pretty fruit tones round off the finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

72643

2010 Cusumano Noa

$45.99

N/A

N/A

"A balanced, modern style, featuring a juicy core of black licorice, plump cherry and spiced plum flavors, backed by fine tannins. A thread of
smoky grilled herb and graphite winds through the lasting finish. Nero d'Avola, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 90pts

54063

2010 Terre Nere Etna Rosso Calderara Sottana

$39.99

$35.99*

10%

"The 2010 Etna Rosso Calderara Sottana is a lovely introduction to the vintage at Terre Nere. Pine, menthol, red cherries and wild flowers all
take shape in the glass. Firm tannins provide the backbone in this finely sculpted, chiseled Nerello Mascalese. Savory notes reappear to
frame the bright, high-toned finish. If opened today, the 2010 will benefit from a few hours of air." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

75605

2012 Girolamo Russo a Rina Etna Rosso

$20.99

N/A

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

